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Abstract— Cognitive radio is emerging wireless technology 

which offers reallocation and reutilization of the unused 

spectrum. Not all the network runs with highest load at all 

the time. Therefore part of spectrum always remains unused. 

In a multi radio environment cognitive radio allows the user 

to request for spectrum from another service provider while 

roaming. In case the service provider has free spectrum, it 

can reallocate the spectrum to the demanding user. In this 

work we provide a mechanism for managing both intra cell 

as well as inter cell mobility management for efficient 

spectrum sensing technique. We propose a pool based 

spectrum management where the spectrums are managed in 

a group called pool such that the base stations can 

appropriately chose the pool depending upon network load 

and perform spectrum switching. 
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Mobility management, Spectrum sensing techniques   

I. INTRODUCTION 

Current wireless networks are characterized by a static 

spectrum assignment policy where government agencies 

assign wireless spectrum to license holders on a long-term 

basis for large geographical regions. Recently, because of 

the increase in spectrum demand, this policy has been faced 

with spectrum scarcity at particular spectrum bands. On the 

contrary, a large portion of the assigned spectrum is still 

used sporadically, leading to underutilization of a significant 

amount of the spectrum. The limited available spectrum and 

inefficient spectrum utilization make it necessary to develop 

a new communication paradigm to exploit the existing 

wireless spectrum opportunistically. To address these 

critical problems, the Federal Communications  

Commission (FCC) recently approved the use of 

unlicensed devices in licensed bands. Consequently,  

dynamic spectrum access techniques are proposed to solve 

these current spectrum inefficiency problems . 

The key enabling technology for dynamic spectrum 

access techniques is cognitive radio (CR) networking, which 

allows intelligent spectrum-aware devices to 

opportunistically use the licensed spectrum bands for 

transmission .The term cognitive radio is a radio that can 

change its transmitter parameters based on interaction with 

the environment in which it operates. Cognitive radio has 

two main characteristics defined as follows : 

 Cognitive Capability: the ability of the radio technology to 

capture or sense the information from its radio environment. 

This capability cannot simply be realized by monitoring the 

power in some frequency band of interest, but more 

sophisticated techniques such as autonomous learning and 

action decision are required to capture the temporal and 

spatial variations in the radio environment and avoid 

interference to other users. 

Re-configurability: The cognitive radio can be programmed 

to transmit and receive on a variety of frequencies and to use 

different transmission access technologies supported by its 

hardware design . 

 

Figure 1.1 depicts how the cognitive radio concept can be 

realized through cognitive capability and re-configurability. 

First, the cognitive radio identifies radio information 

through observation and learning processes and makes 

proper decisions accordingly. Based on these decisions, the 

cognitive radio reconfigures its software (e.g., 

communication protocols) and hardware (e.g., an radio 

frequency (RF) front-end and an antenna). 

 
Fig. 1.1: Cognitive Radio Concept 

 
Fig. 1.2: Spectrum Hole and Dynamic Spectrum Access 

Through cognitive capability and re-configurability, the 

cognitive radio enables the usage of temporally unused 

spectrum, which is referred to as a spectrum hole or white 

space . If this band is further used by a licensed user, the 

cognitive radio moves to another spectrum hole to avoid 

interference to the licensed users, as shown in figure 

1.2.This new area of research foresees the development of 

cognitive radio (CR) networks to further improve spectrum 

efficiency. 

II. MOTIVATION OF THE WORK 

The proposed system allows the network to divide the 

topology into cells with a central access point monitoring 

each cell. The access points or base stations manages set of 

frequencies called pool which are distributed depending 

upon the radial distance from the base station. Proposed 

model can also be used to analyze handoff over lead and 
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thus the control overhead for specific network. Proposed 

work can be used as a model to know the network load 

under different user and traffic density. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
Fig. 1.3 : Proposed Cell Architecture 

In above figure 1.3, consist of two cells with three pools 

each and for example each pool consist of two frequency 

bands. Based on the condition of channel and the mobility of 

the node, which defines type of handoff. 
The work simulates following criteria: 

 If a node‟s frequency is F111, when it goes nearer 

to cell2 it is allocated one free frequency F211: 

Inter cell Inter pool Handoff. 

 If a node is transmitting with F111 and amount of 

noise is very high in the frequency band, it is 

allocated F112: Intra cell Intra pool Handoff. 

 When a node is using F111 and error is high in the 

spectrum and F112 is also occupied, it is given a 

spectrum F121: Intra cell Inter pool Handoff. 

 Node using F111 goes to cell 2 which has no free 

spectrum. Base station handoffs F111 to Cell 2. So 

cell 2. Inter cell Intra pool handoff. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM  ALGORITHM 

(1) Network is divided into cells, each cells have one 

base station, each base station have set of 

frequency pools, each pool contains set of f 

frequencies 

(2) Number of nodes N are randomly placed on 

different cells 

(3) Each node is allocated with a specific frequency 

from a specific pool by a base station nearer to it. 

(4) We assume only mobile node communicates to 

base station 

(5) Packets are converted into bits and are transmitted 

via BPSK modulation. Modulated signal passes 

through channel and  it suffers frequency selective 

noise and fading. 

(6) Base station monitors both signal strength as well 

as BER.  

(7) Now following criteria is followed for mobility 

management: 

  a) BER is high but Signal strength is High:        
Intracell handoff takes place. 

 If BER of some other pool< BER of current pool, 

then Intercell interpool handoff takes place.  

 If BER of some other frequencies in current pool< 

BER of this frequencies then intra cell intra pool 

handoff takes place. 

 b)  If BER is high and Signal strength is LOW:   if 

node is nearer to other base station then intercell 

handoff takes place. 

 If user is within range of same pool in another BS 

then intercell intra pool takes place.  

 If same pool is not free then intercell interpool 

handoff takes place. 

(8) Free frequency band is calculated based on            

             FFT based spectrum sensing 

(9) Frequency pool can be allocated based on           

various parameters, e.g. a cell can be   divided into 

outward circle with one pool allocated to each 

circle. 

V. SPECTRUM SENSING 

Spectrum sensing detects and shares the available spectrum 

without interfering with other users severely. The key of 

cognitive radio networks is to find spectrum holes. primary 

users are detected in an most efficient and effective way by 

detecting  spectrum holes.   

Generally, spectrum sensing techniques can be 

categorized  into three groups: Detection of primary 

transmitter, detection of primary receiver, and  management 

of interference temperature. In our paper we are only 

dealing with detection of primary transmitter techniques. 

A. DETECTION OF PRIMARY TRANSMITTER: 

In this approach,  primary transmitter is detected  based on 

the weak signal received at the Cognitive Radio user, from 

this, we define presence or absence of primary user. Three 

methods are generally used for transmitter based detection 

are: matched filter based  detection, energy based detection, 

and feature detection (11). 

 Matched filter detection: In this approach, matched 

filter is used as a linear filter to maximize the 

output SNR for a given input signal. Matched filter 

detection is applied when secondary user has a 

priori knowledge of primary user signal. 

 Energy detection: the energy detection method 

compares the energy of a received signal with a 

threshold signal to noise ratio (SNR) value  to 

determine the presence or absence of a primary 

user signal and  it does not require a priori 

knowledge of primary user signal. The energy 

detector is one of the most widely used because of 

its low complexity and simple design and lower 

delay. 

 Feature detection: In this approach, modulated 

signals are characterized as cyclo-stationarity since 

their mean and autocorrelation exhibit periodicity. 

It needs excessive processing task and does not 

require transmitter information. Robustness to 

uncertainty in noise power is the main advantage of 

feature detection.  However, it requires 

significantly long observation time and 

implementation is complex. 
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VI. SPECTRUM MOBILITY FOR COGNITIVE RADIO 

Users of Cognitive Radio are generally referred as „visitors‟ 

to the spectrum. Hence, if the desired spectrum portion in 

use is required by a Primary User, the communication needs 

to be carried in another vacant spectrum portion called as 

spectrum mobility. In CR networks, spectrum mobility leads 

to a other handoff types called  as spectrum handoff, in 

which, the secondary users moves their connections to an 

unallocated spectrum band. In CR network, spectrum 

handoff occurs for the following reasons : 

 On detection  of Primary User. 

 Because of the mobility of users involved in an 

current communication which in turns user is 

disconnected from connection.   

 If degradation of the Quality of Service 

requirements in current spectrum band 

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS 

Simulation results are obtained in MATLAB 2012a 

simulator. 

Detection of the Primary User: In figure 1.4, We 

can see that the predicted frequencies are not exact 

transmitted frequencies 

 
Fig. 1.4 : Detection of The Primary User Without Noise. 

But as the spectrum is managed as a pool, sensor model can 

detect the users appropriately. However this is also prone to 

channel noise as shown in figure 1.5. We can clearly see that 

3
rd

 user is detected where as there was no third user. 

 
Fig. 1.5 :Detection of Primary User With Noise of 5 dB 

Hand Off: Following figure shows mobility of the nodes and 

their typical handoff. 

 
Fig. 1.6 : Before Simulation 

Figure 1.6 shows he network topology before simulation 

where  Node 1 in Base station 7 with Pool 2, Node 2 in Base 

station 3 with Pool 2,  Node 3 is in Base station 5 with Pool 

1, Node 4 in base station 4 with Pool 3 and Node 5 Base 

station 7 with Pool 2. In below figure 1.7 shows network 

topology after the simulation where Node 1 remains same in 

Base station and also in Pool, Node 2 fails to switch to base 

station and Pool this defines failed hand off, Node 3 

switches to Base station 6 to with same pool 1 this defines 

inter cell intra pool hand off, Node 4 switches to Base 

station 7 with Pool 2  this defines inter cell inter pool hand 

off  and Node 5 remains in same base station with different 

Pool this defines intra cell inter pool hand off ,however intra 

cell intra pool hand off not graphically analyzed. 

 
Fig. 1.7: After Simulation 

In figure 1.6 and 1.7 :A) Intercell Intrapool B) Failed 

Handoff C) Intracell Interpool D) Intercell-Interpool, 

Intracell Intrapool is not graphically demonstratable. 

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Mobility  based spectrum sensing, allocation and 

reallocation is an important issue in Cognitive radio. We 

have proposed a unique system which overcomes this 

limitation of the cognitive radio by laveraging four different 

handoffs. We have also shown that  spectrum sensing is an 

efficient technique that can correctly detect void users in 

range and reallocate that spectrum in case any user is 

missing. Different types of spectrum sensing techniques 

with different multi user access can be used as a future 

work. Future researchers can also leverage the framework 

being designed here to adopt and perform simulation under 
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different types of channels like Rayleigh fading or Rician 

channel. 
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